


Some Kind Words 
From A Few 
Friends of the 

Project...

“Kevin has put an incredible amount of time and effort 
into this exciting and important archival project. From his 
careful collection, preservation and transcription of the 
vast material that is my father’s work to his thoughtful 
and extensive interviews and biographical sleuthing, he 
has shown himself to be skilled, effective, respectful, 
meticulous and utterly devoted to the many facets that 
a project of this depth requires and for this I am most 
grateful. Not only is his dedication profound but he has 
also been a good friend to me and my family through this 
process and I place complete trust in his abilities and 
intentions. I am excited and honored that he has taken 
such care with this endeavor and I look forward to great 
things resulting from this including but not limited to 
future publishing projects and the necessary advancement 
and growth of Terence’s online presence. I urge anyone 
who appreciates Terence’s ideas to help us make this 
happen by contributing to this monumental project.”  

-Finn McKenna



 “The work of Terence McKenna is both vital and unruly, 
excessive and fragmented across a myriad of media 
formats. Organizing this work into an archive requires a 
genuine scholar who is careful, tireless, and a bit mad. 
Luckily, Kevin Whitesides has taken up the enormous task. 
I have a great deal of respect for Kevin and his different 
archival projects, which will help ensure that minds not 
yet born are blown. I know Terence would be pleased as 
punch.”  
-Erik Davis, author of ‘Techgnosis’ and host of 
      The Expanding Mind podcast

“More than anyone, Terence would respect the archiving 
going into this work. As a Renaissance student of the 
classics, he mourned all the lost books & ideas going back 
to antiquity. And with the tragedies of the fires in his 
collection, it makes Kevin’s work all the more important. 
Supporting this work helps preserve everything we can 
from one of the great raconteurs of our age.
-Lex Pelger, Drug Writer

“This project offers a great service 
to Terence McKenna fans. Prized 
from my view is the development of 
a searchable transcription database 
of all TM’s talks. It’s an effort 
worthy of your support.”  
-Graham St. John, author of ‘Mystery 
School in Hyperspace: A Cultural 
History of DMT’



perspectives inspired a generation of psychonauts, writers, 
artists, musicians, and philosophers and continues to 
inspire and inform successive generations. If you have the 
resources and the desire to help preserve the storehouse 
of knowledge he has left behind for generations to come, 
please consider contributing what you can so that others 
can benefit from the hard earned wisdom that Terence left 
us as his legacy.”  
-Matthew J. Pallamary, author of ‘Land Without Evil’ and ‘The 
Center of the Universe is Right Between Your Eyes But Home is 
Where the Heart Is’

“Terence McKenna’s (possibly ironic?) culture-hero status 
came of age back when the online world we all inhabit 
now was just a twinkle in the eyes of psychedelic bards 
and prophets.  We owe the man a better tribute than just 
cutting samples of his talks to psytrance – and we owe the 
cephalopod-skinned post-humans we’ll call grandchildren a 
better record of the trickster wizard who infected their 
potential future with its weird reality.”
- Michael Garfield, meta-disciplinary artist & host of Future 
Fossils podcast

“Terence McKenna reignited 
the psychedelic renaissance 
during a time of great resistance 
and pioneered a much needed 
awareness of the true nature 
of ancient plant medicines and 
shamanic practices that were 
all but lost at the end of the 
twentieth century. His “non-
traditional” philosophies and 



Detailing the cultural and historical relevance of featured 
archive items with a contagiously engaging enthusiasm [on 
the Archives blog], he is on a quest to create the largest 
and most complete archive available anywhere of material 
by or about Terence McKenna. The fact that Terence’s 
own archives were destroyed due to a fire (that broke 
out in a Quiznos and spread to the rental storage space 
containing Terence’s writings), makes this work all-the-more 
worthwhile.
Often illustrated with photographs, scans, or artwork, his 
blog entries are packed with interesting content featuring 
the sort of geeky minutia sure to please OCD entheophiles. 
At the same time, these descriptive texts are usually short 
enough to be a guilt-free diversion, that is, if you can
refrain from repeatedly thinking, “I’ll just read ONE more, 
and *then* I will get back to work.
The Terence McKenna Archives can benefit from your 
assistance...”  
-Jon Hanna, Mindstates.org

“As an archivist and budding 
biographer compiling and cataloging 
a considerably comprehensive 
collection of cool crap--myriad 
magical McKenna musings and 
memes, Kevin has wrangled a 
righteously relevant resource 
for radical researchers and savy 
psychonauts seeking suitably 
sustainable psychedelic solutions.
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The Terence McKenna Archives
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First off, I would like to thank you for your attention 
to this archival effort. I know that there are far too 
many memes in your environment, already, vying for your 
cognitive resources, and I am extremely grateful to find 
you here contemplating the future trajectory of Terence 
McKenna’s legacy with me. Let’s build this together.

More pressingly, there will be many of you who will be 
wondering just what The Terence McKenna Archives is! 
And, perhaps, maybe even why it might be worth your time 
and/or support. There is far more to say than would be fair 
to expand upon here, but for anyone who finds themselves 
with unanswered questions, please feel free to contact the 
archivist directly at: terencemckennaarchives@gmail.com.

The Terence McKenna Archives is an ambitious attempt 
to create a preservation hub for all things McKenna. 
Working closely with Terence’s family, friends, colleagues, 
acquaintances, publishers, critics, interviewers, successors, 
and influencees of all stripes, our goal is to locate, acquire, 
digitize, store, preserve, and (where appropriate) share, 
through a variety of media, any item of interest that is 
either by, about, or appropriately related to the life and 
continuing influence of Terence McKenna.
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The work of The Terence McKenna Archives is divided 
into Five major categories:

1) Acquisition Project
The acquisition project is the collections part of The 
Terence McKenna Archives. The goal is to collect at least 
digital, if not physical, copies of every item that comes to 
our attention by, about, or related to Terence McKenna 
and to digitize, organize, store, and preserve that material 
in a permanent research archive. There is an emphasis 
here on material that is rare or likely to disappear if not 
preserved, though ultimately everything is game. The 
archives collection, physical & digital, includes:

31 editions of books authored or co-authored by TM 
(including 14 translations)

30 editions of books with contributions by TM

40+ journals or magazines with contributions by TM

75+ (print) interviews with TM

100+ reviews of books, tapes, videos, and music by or 
including TM

25+ Obituaries for TM
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150+ Books that mention or cite TM

200+ Articles from journals, magazines, zines, and 
newspapers that mention or cite TM

20+ Books with blurbs by TM

Further items include:

500+ Hours of Audio/Video footage of TM

Correspondences to and from TM (Late 60s - 1999)

Unpublished lectures and writing by TM

Published & Unpublished Photos of TM

TM Ephemera (event flyers, ticket stubs, product catalogs, 
leaflets, etc.)

Personal Stories, recollections, poems, etc. about TM

Art depicting or inspired by TM

Music created in collaboration with TM, inspired by TM, or 
with TM voice samples

Advertisements for TM products and services

Books and articles in TM’s personal library

Books and articles cited in TM’s written and spoken output
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2) Transcription Project
The transcription project is probably the one that gets 
the most people most excited...and for good reason. The 
goal of the Terence McKenna Transcription Project is 
to create a searchable text database with transcribed 
copies of all of Terence’s recorded lectures, workshops, 
interviews, and radio appearances. The upshot of this, for 
serious researchers and curious enthuasiasts alike, is that 
you can search instantly through Terence’s entire spoken 
output, locating every instance of a word or phrase and 
allowing unprecedented access to both the scope and arc 
of his thought.

Have you every wondered how many times Terence has 
discussed the idea that “culture is not your friend?” Type 
it in the search bar to find out, and see how he expands 
on this theme in different ways to different audiences 
and at different times in his life. Want to know what the 
earliest and latest mentions of “2012” are in his public talks? 
A quick search will let you find every instance of this year 
among his spoken corpus, along with links to the audio 
recordings and details about the event, incorporated into 
a cohesive timeline of Terence’s public appearances and 
private recordings.
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The transcription project is a volunteer-based, 
crowdsourced effort, which has already been ongoing 
for well over a year. There is a three-tiered process: 1) 
an initial transcriber listens to the talk and makes a first 
transcription, 2) a reviewer listens back through carefully 
and corrects any mistakes the transcriber may have 
made and makes sure that all spelling and formatting are 
standardized, 3) a final reviewer (someone from the core 
team) does one last review to check for final errors before 
locking the transcription for further editing. The database 
is already searchable and already contains a substantial 
portion of transcribed talks.

190+ talks, workshops, interviews, etc. on the timeline

100+ already at least initially transcribed

30+ either finalized or in final review

To search the database or to help transcribe or review 
transcriptions, visit terencemckenna.wikispaces.com, or 
the more user-friendly: asktmk.com  We always need help!

Wikispaces is closing in June and the project will be moved 
to terencemckenna.com. Part of our funding needs are in 
order to help build the website (owned by TM’s son) into 
the premiere McKenna hub that it is capable of becoming.

http://terencemckenna.wikispaces.com
http://, 
http://asktmk.com
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3) Interview Project
The interview project, while not as technically sexy as 
the transcription project, is at the heart of what will 
eventually become a published biography. It’s notable 
that most of our knowledge and perception of Terence 
and his life come through his own voice and are filtered 
through his own reality tunnel. One of the major goals, 
then, of the interview project is to retrieve as wide a 
range as possible of ‘perceptions of Terence other than his 
own’. As with the efforts of the acquisition project, the 
interview project prioritizes living sources of information 
and perspective about Terence that are likely to become 
unavailable if too much time passes. Funding is needed to 
acquire quality recordings and to take care of some travel 
expenses or other arrangements for priority cases.

4) Terence McKenna.com
Owned by Terence’s son but, at present, largely dormant 
(except for Chris Mays’ excellent TM bibliography), this 
will be the future online hub of The Terence McKenna 
Archives. It will both host the transcription project and 
act as the public interface for the archival collection and 
has potential to become much more. It’s just a matter of 
time and resources. 
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5) Future Publishing Projects
There is a lot of potential for future publishing projects to 
come out of the archival effort. Already intended among 
future projects are:

• A biography oF Terence McKenna
• A book of interviews about Terence McKenna from 

family, friends, colleagues, acquaintances, and the like 
across a wide spectrum from people who met him once 
or not at all to people who lived with him on a daily basis

• Unpublished & rare writings and interviews culled from 
the archival resources

• A limited-run bi-annual journal or zine with updates, 
longform articles, art, stories, humor, humanity, weird 
shit, and more.

In sum, from acquiring and preserving to transcribing to 
recording interviews and making it all available in both 
online and published forms as we go, there’s quite a lot 
that we could use your help with. The Terence McKenna 
Archives is already the most complete extant repository of 
Terence McKenna’s memetic footprint on the world. With 
your help, we can continue at an accelerated pace and 
eventually end up with a set of resources ripe for future 
research and inspiration. Please help however you can!



Cryptocurrency 
Corner

For those who prefer to be either particularly anonymous 
or particularly generous or who simply prefer to support 
The Terence McKenna Archives through a budding new 
economic medium, we have the following cryptocurrency 
wallets available to you for immediate donations of any 
amount:

Bitcoin address: 
1CvZ6AeoRDwwSYt94haPGEN9EffKUyTiDB

Bitcoin Cash address: 
qrzvpkx735tguwaxwfc7nu9y8vcd7us50c9s4c9lxa

Ethereum address: 
0xb3cc6e13F36AB91008Fe636E255980CCe7017c76

Litecoin address: 
Lfk2u84QNHtteGVCL3WGja2R5NaSKT4QcP
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This Crowdfund Menu
The rest of this document provides a detailed listing for 
every item on offer as an incentive for donations in this 
crowdfund campaign. Here are a couple additional notes:

• All items with limited numbers are first-come, first-
served. If you would like to send an email to inquire 
about any item (terencemckennaarchives@gmail.com), I 
will consider that email as coming first even if someone 
else donates and asks for the item in the intervening 
time period. This should make potential donors feel 
comfortable that they can make a query about an item 
before making a firm choice and can do so without 
potentially “losing their place in line,” so to speak.

• The only items that will be sent immediately upon 
donation will be the Synesthesia Location Guide PDF 
and some of the books that are unsigned or already-
signed. Some of the books will be signed & personalized 
to donors and those will require some extra processing 
time. The User’s Guide to Synesthesia PDF & the 
Companion Guide to Terence McKenna PDF both need 
some more work before they will be ready to send. Photo 
and art prints, and tshirts, will be sent out in batches 
every two weeks. MAPS Bulletins can ship immediately 
unless combined with other items that need time.
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RAFFLE
There will be a raffle held at the conclusion of the 
crowdfund. You can purchase raffle tickets by adding an 
extra donation and indicating in your donation comment 
(or in a separate email) that you are including an extra $X in 
the donation for Y amount of raffle tickets.

Tickets can be added to your donation for:

• 1 for $2;  3 for $5;  7 for $10;  20 for $20

First Prize: All digital documents (‘User’s Guide to 
Synesthesia’ and ‘Companion Guide to TM’), TMA T-Shirt, 
1 signed copy of ‘Confessions of a Dope Dealer’ book, 1 
signed copy of ‘Decomposing the Shadow’ book, a full set 
of 17 (8x8) Chip Simons light photography photos of TM 

Second Prize: ‘Media Overload’ by Lucy Barritt art print 
(see art prints section for image) plus one (10x10) Chip 
Simons light photography photo of TM, TMA T-Shirt

Third Prize: TMA T-Shirt and one (8x8) Chip Simons light 
photography photo of TM

Fourth Prize: 1 signed copy ‘Sacred Mushrooms & The Law’ 
with Chips Simons light photography TM bookmark
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Rare Terence McKenna Radio Debates

As Motivation for Timely Donating
One of the reasons the crowdfund is happening now is 
that I have an offer on the table for a rare and expensive 
art book, called ‘Synesthesia,’ that Terence collaborated 
on with artist Timothy Ely. Only 75 were made. Each was 
hand-painted and the typography (from Terence’s text) was 
set uniquely for each before being hand-bound and boxed. 
Each originally sold for $1,750. Most are in major research 
libraries. Several are in the homes of private owners. One 
such owner has accepted an offer of $2,012. There are 
three copies available online, ranging in price from $2500-
$4500, so this is, despite the expense, quite a fair offer. 
However, in order to secure the deal, I need to make the 
payment by March 15, 2018. In order to help ensure that 
this happens, I have some rare & unusual radio interviews 
with Terence that I’d like to entice you with in hopes of 
reaching this amount more quickly. Here’s my deal:

If we receive $3000 in donation by March 4th...

I will post on YouTube, freely + publicly, a 
radio debate between Terence McKenna and a 

representative of the Young Republicans
[Note: I have another much-desired radio interview/debate with the chief of Police of Los 

Angeles, Daryl Gates, that I will offer in a similar fashion after this first milestone is reached]
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The Terence McKenna Archives Logo T-Shirt 
(sent by postal mail; add $10 to ship outside the U.S.)

$32 for first shirt. $25 for each additional shirt.
(Available in black, navy, charcoal, dark red, and olive)
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TMA Crowdfund  Special Edition PDFs 

(sent by email)

• Synesthesia Location Guide....................................................................$5
• User’s Guide to Synesthesia.....................................................................$10
• Companion Guide to Terence McKenna..............................................$25
• PDF Pack (User’s Guide + Companion Guide)....................................$30

Synesthesia Location Guide 
*Free with any Donation of at least $5*
In 1992, Terence & artist/bookmaker Timothy Ely (along with 
typographer Philip Gallo, binder Daniel Kelm, and publisher 
Steve Clay) produced a unique book called Synesthesia in a 
series of 75. Each was hand-made, and, as a result, each has 
its variances from the others. 40 of these books have ended 
up in special collections at major research libraries, at 
universities and elsewhere, that are open to the public. In 
concert with Steve Clay, who made the original sales himself, 
I have compiled a list of the locations of those 40 copies 
(in 5 countries and 19 U.S. States) where this rare book of 
Terence’s can be interacted with directly--and this is the 
kind of book that really should be interacted with directly-
-to create a facsimile would be, as Tim Ely said to me, like 
looking at a postcard of the Grand Canyon. I hope this 
document, available to everyone who donates at any level or 
for any item, will ensure that more people will get a chance 
to see the book than otherwise would have been likely.
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TMA Crowdfund  Special Edition PDFs 

(sent by email)

User’s Guide to Synesthesia 
This unique document, compiled & created by the archivist 
includes the ‘Synesthesia Location Guide’ along with three 
insightful articles about the book by Barbara Tetenbaum, 
Alan Loney, and Kevin Whitesides, new interviews with the 
artist, Timothy Ely, and the publisher, Steve Clay, about 
how the project with Terence came together, along with 
some images of the book, photos, and other ephemera and 
commentary related to its production and release. This 
is only available through the Terence McKenna Archives 
crowdfund and would certainly enhance any trip to go see 
the book in person using the Synesthesia Location Guide.

Companion Guide to Terence McKenna 
This unique & expansive PDF (more than 100 pages jam-
packed with rare Terence McKenna) contains several rare 
interviews, along with scores of comments about Terence, 
colorful descriptions of events, accounts of meeting him, 
reviews of his published work, loads of Terence McKenna-
inspired art, poems, reminiscences, and so much more. It’s a 
book’s-worth of material, lovingly culled & crafted from the 
archives by the archivist with permissions of a huge number 
of artists, friends, family, colleagues, interviewers, and 
acquaintances of Terence’s. Only for this crowdfund!!!



MAPS Bulletins 
(by postal mail; add $10 to ship outside the U.S.)

• MAPS Bulletin Magazine..........................................................................................................$15
 Choose from four issues (get all four for $40, while supplies last)

  Vol. XVI No. 2 (2006)         Vol. XVI No. 3 (2007)

  Vol. XXVI No. 3 (2016)         Vol. XXVII No. 3 (2017)
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The Psychedelic Renaissance (2nd edition)
by Ben Sessa
Takes the reader on a journey through the history of psychedelic plants 
and chemicals, examining their role in human culture from prehistory
to modern times. Based on a thorough review of scientific evidence; 
a clarion call for a reevaluation of their clinical potential with 
appropriate setting in scientific research, psychiatry, psychotherapy, 
and personal growth. Extensively revised and expanded to incorporate 
the extraordinary developments in research into psychedelics over the 
intervening years.

One new signed copy: $35

To Fathom Hell or Soar Angelic 
by Ben Sessa
Follows the journey of conservative NHS psychiatrist Dr Robert Austell, 
as he breaks free of tradition and learns to challenge the failure of 
psychiatric medicine. The transformation begins when he stumbles 
upon the field of psychedelic therapy. Soon a small farm in Somerset is 
transformed into a hotbed of psychedelic research... Bringing the culture 
and the science of psychedelia together as a single potent narrative, 
To Fathom Hell or Soar Angelic gives us a glimpse of what might be 
achieved with psychedelic medicines.
“A rollicking tour of the psychedelic imagination” -Rick Doblin

One new signed copy avail.: $35

The Terence McKenna Archives
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Books

(Unsigned, Signed, Signed & Personalized) 
(by postal mail; add $10 to ship outside the U.S.)

s Note: not all books will ship immediately. Tao Lin’s book, for instance, won’t be
  released until May, but he will be sending me advance copies in April to send 
  to donors. Books that are being signed & personalized to the donor won’t ship 
  until all copies of that book are sold. There may also be minor delays if you are
  combining books with other items (prints & shirts, for example, ship in batches).



The True Light of Darkness by James W. Jesso
A captivating and vulnerable exposé into the dark recesses of the human 
psyche. Storytelling and visionary medicines are fundamental aspects 
of the human experience. The latter takes us to places beyond ourselves, 
into realms of the mind unplumbed, unfathomable, and often 
unpleasant. The former allows us to share such experiences with each 
other. It unlocks personal experiences from the individuated shell and 
releases them into the collective, whereby we can learn from them 
together. This book follows James W. Jesso as he recounts in three of 
his most turbulent and dark experiences with visionary mushrooms.

One used (good) copy: $20

Decomposing the Shadow: Lessons from the 
Psilocybin Mushroom by James W. Jesso
Presents a psychological model for the experience of the magic psilocybin 
mushroom and explores what the experience of this psychedelic 
medicine exposes to us about the nature of mind, emotion, society, 
psychospiritual maturity, and reality itself. The psilocybin mushroom 
offers us the opportunity to experience life from a point of amplified 
emotional, psychological, and spiritual significance. It unlocks a 
perspective of self and other that is naturally occurring within us, but 
culturally suppressed to the point of nearly complete omission.

Four new signed copies available: $35

Terence McKenna Bookmarks

High-quality, dual-sided, bookmarks with one photo 
on each side from Chip Simons’ 1991 light photography 
photo shoot in Terence’s library in Occidental, California.

Add to any package that is already being
shipped for $ 1.50 each.

If you want only bookmarks and aren’t 
having anything else shipped:

$8 for a pack of three (includes shipping) +
$1.50 for any extras beyond three.



Acid Trips and Chemistry by Cam Cloud
Chemical formulas, the causes of a bad trip, what factors influence a trip, 
spiritual & creative effects, plant sources of LSD-like chemicals, the myth 
of “bad” acid, the law and acid, glossary of chemical terms. Includes 
several photos of and quotes from Terence McKenna.

One used copy available: $20

Chaos, Gaia, Eros: A Chaos
Pioneer Uncovers the Three
Great Streams of History 
by Ralph Abraham
“Ralph is the most readable and delightful
of mathematical pioneers. He is in the 
great tradition of Poincare and Whitehead, 
a true mathematical humanist. Chaos, 
Gaia, Eros is destined to be a voice shaping 
the new millennium.” -Terence McKenna

Six used, signed/personalized copies 
available: $35 (1 of 6 taken--5 left)

Entheogens and the Future of Religion
edited by Robert Forte
Essays by Albert Hoffmann, R. Gordon Wasson, Brother David Steindl-
Rast, Jack Kornfield, Terence McKenna, Ann and Sasha Shulgin, Robert 
Jesse, Dale Pendell, Thomas Riedlinger,
Thomas Roberts, Rick Strassman, and
Eric Sterling.
One used, signed copy available: $40

The Flight Into Egypt
by Timothy Ely (Large)
“One cannot help but be immediately
struck by the insectile glyphs so
scrupulously and cryptically written
everywhere...To gaze upon these images 
is to be swept on a pilgrim’s journey 
into a phantasmagoria of hashish and 
occult dreaming... Words, signs, maps, 
and the presence of hidden energies all combine into a course of 
visual epistemology. This is a Grimoire for our times, a book of angelic 
conjuration.” -Terence McKenna Five used copies available: $25

Hallucinogens: A Reader edited by Charles Grob
Andrew Weil, Terence McKenna, Huston Smith, Jeremy Narby, Albert
Hofmann, Ralph Metzner, Rick Strassman, and others. “A tremendously
useful collection of writings.” -Ralph Metzner
One very slightly used copy available: $25



The Playful World: How
Technology is Transforming
Our Imagination by Mark Pesce
Dedicated to Terence McKenna “who provoked.”
Pesce was Terence’s co-teacher for the Techno-
Pagans at the End of History workshop at 
Esalen. Artificial intelligence, nanotechnology,
and where it might be taking us.
One used hardcover copy available: $20

Rational Mysticism: Spirituality Meets Science 
in the Search for Enlightenment by John Horgan 
Horgan meets Terence McKenna for lunch and describes the encounter 
in a chapter. Other chapters include meetings with Huston Smith, Ken 
Wilber, Andrew Newberg, Sasha Shulgin, and Susan Blackmore.
One new copy available: $25

Land Without Evil by Matthew J. Pallamary
Dedicated to Terence McKenna. Journey back two hundred and fifty 
years, into a long forgotten world where nature speaks through plants, 
and song pours forth from cascading waterfalls...a world where mysticism 
and innate spirituality conflict with Christianity. A novel of the Guarani 
Indians of South America.  One slightly used signed copy available: $30
 and One new signed copy available: $35

Mindfire: Dialogues in the Other Future
by Alexander Blair-Ewart
Interviews with Terence McKenna, Jean Houston, John Anthony West, 
Robert Bly, Taisha Abelar, Fritjof Capra, Starhawk, Florinda Donner, 
Lynn Andrews, Jean Shinoda Bolen, Adam
Crabtree, Ram Dass, Georg Feuerstein, Jane 
Goodall, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, and others.

A Magical Universe: The Best
of Magical Blend Magazine
Includes Terence McKenna’s essay ‘Virtual
Realities & E-Highs’ + Robin Williams, Jerry
Garcia, Ken Carey, Whitley Strieber, Tim
Leary, Jaron Lanier, James Redfield, Dan
Millman, Larry Dossey, Marlo Morgan, Jean
Houston, Andrew Weil, John Cleese, and 
others.
“Magical Blend--It’s a quiet revolution.”
-Robert Anton Wilson

Three used copies available: $20
One slightly-warped but still crisp copy: $15

One new copy available: $25



Some Simple Tryptamines
by Keeper Trout & Friends
An overview and resource compendium.
“More than you need to know.” -Dale Pendell
“What a great work! When people ask me what is
the definitive reference on natural tryptamines,
now I know what to tell them.” -Dennis McKenna
Five new copies available: $55  (1 of 5 taken)

Spirit Matters by Matthew J. Pallamary
Pallamary’s memoirs chronicles his life long search for truth, from the 
false spirituality of a violent concrete jungle to the discovery of true 
spirituality in the jungles of the Amazon. Includes several encounters 
with Terence McKenna.

One like new signed copy available: $30

Psychedelics by Peter Stafford
A wealth of information about one of the most controversial issues of 
modern times. Stafford weaves scientific research, personal accounts 
and popular literature. “...a gas to read...scholarly, hip, scientific, witty, 
well-written, hopeful, and a treasure chest of weird and wonderful 
information.” -Robert Anton Wilson
One barely used copy available: $20

Secret Drugs of Buddhism: Psychedelic
Sacraments & the Origins of the Vajrayana
by Mike Crowley (Foreword by Ann Shulgin)
The first book to explore the historical evidence for the use of
entheogenic plants within the Buddhist tradition.
“Psychedelic drugs in ancient Buddhism? Believe
it. Don’t believe it? Read this book.”
-Clark Heinrich
One new signed copy available: $40

Sacred Mushrooms and the Law
by Richard Glen Boire
Includes a “contumacious” Foreword by 
Terence McKenna: “I am happy to call attention
to this fine little work in the hope that the 
continued folly of psychedelic plant and
substance persecution...will soon give way to a
more enlightened approach--an approach which
deeper thinkers on American drug policy have
long known was inevitable.” -Terence McKenna

Six new signed/personalized copies
available: $25  (1 of 6 taken--5 left)



Twilight of the Clockwork God:
Conversations on Science & 
Spirituality at the End of an Age
by John David Ebert
Interviews with Terence McKenna, Stan Grof,
Brian Swimme, Lynn Margulis, Ralph Abraham,
Rupert Sheldrake, Deepak Chopra, and William
Irwin Thompson.  One new copy available: $25;
 One used (good) copy avail.: $20; Two used (acceptable) copies: $15

Wicked Plants: The Weed That Killed Lincoln’s
Mother & Other Botanical Atrocities
by Amy Stewart The sordid lives of plants that behave badly!

One new hardcover copy available: $25

The Spirit of the Internet: Speculations on the
Evolution of Global Consciousness
by Lorenzo Hagerty
The creator of the beloved Psychedelic Salon podcast’s book on technology
and the future of human consciousness.
One used signed copy available: $30
Two used signed/personalized copies: $40

Tripping: An Anthology of True-Life Psychedelic
Adventures by Charles Hayes
Fifty narratives about unforgettable psychedelic experiences from an 
international array of subjects representing all walks of life--respectable 
Baby Boomers, aging hippies, young ravers, and accomplished writers 
such as John Perry Barlow, Anne Waldman, Tim
Page, and Paul Devereux. Includes a very long,
comprehensive interview with Terence McKenna.
Two new signed/personalized copies avail.: $40
Six used signed/personalized copies avail.: $35

Trialogues at the Edge of the
West: Chaos, Creativity & the
Resacralization of the World
The first-ever trialogues book with edited
transcriptions of the famous Esalen trialogues
between Terence McKenna, Ralph Abraham,
and Rupert Sheldrake. A classic, out-of-print
edition.

Two used signed/personalized (by Ralph) 
copies available: $30



Trip: Psychedelics, Alienation, and Change
by Tao Lin
While isolating himself to work on his novel Taipei, Tao Lin discovered 
the prolific work of Terence McKenna. Tao became obsessed with 
McKenna, whose worldview (and particular theory of drug use) seemed to 
present an alternate way of being. In Trip, Tao explores parallels between 
McKenna’s life and his own searching for answers to looming questions: 
Why do we make art? What is language for? Are there essential, universal 
truths out there, beyond our limited range of perception?

Five new signed copies: $30

Xenolinguistics: Psychedelics, Language, and the 
Evolution of Consciousness by Diana Reed Slattery
Are language and consciousness co-evolving? Can psychedelic experience 
cast light on this topic? From scientific papers to individual trip reports 
on the Vaults of Erowid and the life work of Terence McKenna, Sasha and 
Ann Shulgin, and Stan Grof, we are converging on new knowledge. With 
an entire chapter dedicated to Terence and Dennis McKenna.

Two new signed/personalized copies: $40
(1 of 2 taken--ONLY ONE LEFT)

The Politics of Ecstasy by Timothy Leary
Originally published in 1970, this is Leary’s most provocative and 
influential exploration of human consciousness. It includes his early 
pronouncements on the psychedelic movement, and his views on the 
social and political ramifications of the related mystical experience. 
Writings that sparkle with the psychedelic revolution. Here is the 
outspoken Playboy interview revealing the sexual power of LSD-a 
statement that many believe played a key role in provoking Leary’s 
incarceration; an early outline of the neurological theory that became 
Leary’s classic eight-circuit model of the human nervous system; an 
insightful exploration of the novelist Hermann Hesse; an effervescent 
dialogue with humorist Paul Krassner; and an impassioned defense of 
what Leary called “The Fifth Freedom”-the right 
to get high.

Five copies available: $25

Confessions of a Dope Dealer
by Sheldon Norberg
A scholarship-winning student, he dropped out 
of UCLA in favor of the overpowering lure of the 
Grateful Dead and counterculture living. Soon 
Norberg was making deals and doing drugs all 
the way from Humboldt to Berkeley. A probing
memoir with a take on drugs like none other.

Several new signed/personalized 
copies available: $30



Illuminatus by Robert Venosa
with Text by Terence McKenna
“Venosa’s art is a fantastic journey into the canyons of 
the imagination.” -Terence McKenna

“Robert Venosa creates mythical mindscapes that 
fascinate and illuminate. His tableaux are windows into 
timeless vistas of the inner realities.” -Timothy Leary

Foreword and text by Terence McKenna
Essays by Ernst Fuchs, H. R. Giger, and Mati Klarwein
Large hardcover fine art book
[Comes with choice of 8x8 photo of Terence McKenna]
Six new copies available: $100  (1 of 6 taken)

Visionary Plant Consciousness: The Shamanic
Teachings of the Plant World ed. J. P. Harpignies
Presentations from the Bioneers annual conference. Terence & Dennis
McKenna, Jeremy Narby, Francis Huxley, Wade Davis, Alex Grey, Kat
Harrison, Michael Pollan, Andrew Weil, Charles Grob, Paul Stamets, Dale 
Pendell, Luis Eduardo Luna, and others.

One well-used but crisp copy available: $20

Zen in the Art of Close Encounters: Crazy 
Wisdom and UFOs
A large anthology of the best kinds of high and low strangeness you may 
have heard of (and some you haven’t imagined). Includes Jon Klimo,
Terence McKenna, Edwin A. Abbot, Marilyn Ferguson, Timothy Leary,
John Mack, Ersatz Dodo Comedy Team, Stanley 
Krippner, Jean Mundy, Leo Sprinkle, Dennis 
Stillings, Whitley Strieber, Robert Anton Wilson
and dozens of others.
Three used copies available: $20

White Rabbit: A Psychedelic
Reader ed. John Miller & Randall Koral
Includes Terence McKenna, Philip K. Dick, Miles
Davis, Oscar Wilde, Florence Nightingale, Paul 
Gauguin, Nelson Algren, Carrie Fisher, Thomas
De Quincey, Tim Leary, Jean Cocteau, Aldous
Huxley, Sigmund Freud, Alan Watts, Hunter S.
Thompson, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Lewis
Carroll, Charles Baudelaire, and many others.

Three used copies available: $20
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